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UCF area likely target 
for encephalitis virus 
by Jamie Carte 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
The Dean Road area, in-
cluding UCF, is a breeding 
gtound for mosquitos carrying 
the encephalitis virus. 
In the· past few weeks, St .. 
Louis Encephalitis has been 
detected in six Central Florida 
areas. The area closest to the 
UCF campus is the area 
around Dean Road. 
The life-threatening virus, 
also known as "sleeping ~ick­
ness," is transmitted to hu-
mans and animals by female 
Culex Nigrapalpis mosquitos. 
Testing for the virus is done 
through a method called 
"sentinal flocks." In this 
method, flocks of chickens are 
placed in different areas in the 
county and exposed to mo~qui­
tos. The chickens' blood is 
tested once a week for titer 
(antibody) level in blood se-
rum. 
The most infected area in 
Central Florida, according to 
the sentinal flock tests, is 
Christmas, where 100 percent 
of the chickens have tested 
positive. Christmas is 16 miles 
from UCF. 
The Dean Road area has 
tested 66 percent positive. 
According to Russell Miller, 
environmental administrator 
of the HRS/Orange County 
Public Health Unit, the tests 
have shnwn positive results 
quickly in the past few weeks. 
In late September, the Or-
ange County Public Health 
Unit distributed a preventa-
tive notice .on campus about 
the virus. 
The notice said people 
should wear long-sleeved 
shirts and pants; and use 
mosquito repellent · at night 
and at dusk, when mosquitos 
are most prevalent. 
Jim Uhlir, assistant direc-
tor of Environmental Health 
and Safety at UCF, said, "Not 
going out at night is the best 
A POTTER'S PATIENCE 
prevention." 
Symptoms of the virus re-
semble mononucleosis. Com-
mon symptoms are drowsi-
ness, stiff neck, headaches, 
fever and fatigue. 
Miller said three confirmed 
cases of encephalitis have been 
reported in Orange County. 
Uhlir said the situation is 
not a serious quarantine. 
see ENCEPHALITIS. page 5 
Michael Pohl//CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Bill Petsche!, a senior majoring in electrical engineering, uses clay to '1hrow a pot" on a potters 
wheel Tuesday afternoon at the UCF Arts Complex. 
Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
CLASSIC CONCENTRATION 
Mario Riggioni, a senior business major, takes a break Tuesday 
from ·his job as an attendant at the UCF Game Ro<;>m. 
Drivers with DUI 
will have 1 week 
to find another ride 
by Mary Watkins 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Starting Oct. 1, police officers must take away the driver's 
license of everyone who registers legally intoxicated on a sobri-
ety test. 
The Florida law states that refusing to take a breath, blood or 
urine test can also cost drivers their licenses. 
"I don't think that it's·right. You should get a chance to plead 
your case to a judge," UCF junior Delise Dunham said. 
Electrical engineering major Doug Berry said the law does not 
adhere to the American-principle "innocent until proven guilty." 
Bill Hancock, chief of Qrange County Court for the Public 
Defender's Office; said he disagrees with the law. Hancock said 
the law gives police officers too much power. 
"The officer becomes the accuser, judge and jury," Hancock 
said. 
Hancock said breath tests are not always accurate. 
According to UCF Police Sgt .. Troy Williamson, suspending 
licenses is an administrative procedure police officers must 
follow. 
Williamson said when an officer suspends a license, he issues 
the driver a DUI ticket that also serves as a temporary driver's 
license good for seven days. Drivers can drive legally for one 
week and then their licenses are automatically suspended for 30 
days. 
George Morning, programs administrator of the Central 
Florida Safety Council, said drivers must then schedule a hear-
ing at the Department of Motor Vehicle License Bureau. The 
administrative review officer may then decide to further sus-
pend those licenses. 
Morning said the suspension is administrative and not crimi-
nal. "There are no fines and no jail time," Morning said. 
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Water facilities closed; 
Culligan quenches thirst 
by Tom Kopacz · On Sept. 21, the cupholders were 
STAFF REPORTER empty. On the main campus, paper 
cups are placed by the water fountains 
DAYTONA BEACH-The Daytona for handicapped users only. 
Beach area UCF campus' water foun- The joint-use building opened in 
tains and. faucets have been off-limits January 1987. 
for 18 months because oflead contami- "For at least two years, people were 
nation. . going about their business, drinking 
UCF employees at the campus, a away [from the fountains]," Jordan 
one-building, joint-use facility for UCF said. · 
and Daytona Beach Community Col- He said 1,000 UCF students use the 
lege, said the state placed the water off- building, and many more DBCC stu-
limits due to lead solder used on the dents attend classes there. 
building's water pipes. "From what I understand, this level 
David · Jordan, associate campus [of lead] in a home would be okay," 
director, said the water ban covers hot Jordan said. 
water and water from the water foun- He said the water was declared 
tains. Jordan said · DBCC has con- unsafe because the UCF-DBCC build-
tracted with Culligan Water · Condi- ing is public. He also said the problem 
tioning to provide drinking water. is specific to the joint-use facility. 
Three water coolers are in the build- · Jordan said the campus has been al-
ing. Two are located by water foun- lowed one sink in the campus director's 
tains, and the third is in the Daytona office to do dishes in . 
campus Student Government office. Steve Selig, DBCC assistant direc-
"We have to store 25-30 jugs every tor of Facilities Planning, said it is "not 
time they make a delivery," Jordan a major situation." However, no one at 
said. - either UCF or DBCC knew when the 
Jordan said-the biggest problem he situation would be resolved. 
Marketing major Kevin Jarret tosses a chip shot Monday on the UC.F disc golf 
course. Jarret said not as many people play on the course since it was relocated. 
·has seen with the coolers is when the UCF-Daytona staff member Peggy 
paper cups run out. Ferrante said the water has been 
He said DBCC maintenance doesn't tested twice by the state. 
always get the cupholders filled ''We're thirsty over here," Jordfilil 
quickly enough. said. 
•INDIAN DISPLAY 
The UCF Library will fe.a-
ture an exhibition of native 
North American Indian items 
through the end of October. 
Dr. W. Rex Brown collected 
the exhibit, which includes a 
picture of an Indian brave, a 
woman's feather hairpiece, a 
pair of moccasins and various 
artists' works. 
President's Circle Dinner Fri-
day evening. 
The event honors individu-
als, foundations and corpora-
tions who have donated $1,000 
or more to UCF in a single 
year's time. 
The highlight of the evening 
will be the presentation of 
university seal medallions to 
new members of the $1 Q,000-
plus President's Medallion 
.• INSIDE HOLL YWOOI) Society . . 
Major UCF donors will get _ The membership in the club 
an inside look at the film in- already exceeds 350 people, 
dustry when Jack Valenti, with 25 more being honored at 
president and chief executive this year's dinner. 
officer of the Motion Picture This is the 10th year this 
Association of America, · event has occurred. 
speaks ' at · the annual Valenti will also be avail-
CHart a course 
for the nearest 
TACO B.ELL® Restaurant and CHeck out the 
able for questions at 4 p.m. 
Friday in the University Din-
ing Room. -
•STUDENT AWARDED 
UCF studentMichaelJ. Leo 
was awarded the Civil Engi-
neering Student of the Year 
award by the Florida section of 
the American Society of Civil 
Engineers at their 1990 con-
ference s·ept. 20-23 in Panama 
City Beach. 
Leo, a senior civil engineer-
ing major at UCF and vice 
president of the UCF-ASCE 
student chapter, plans to 
graduate in December and 
enter graduate studies in 
January 1991. 
new CHILITO. What's a CHILITO? Glad you asked • ~. a CHILlm is a 
CHeerful blend of CHoice seasoned ground beet in a zesty sauce, 
Clock lull of real CHeddar CHeese all wrapped in a son, 
warm tortilla. , 
,, ~# So make a run for the border and make the fun 
" CHoice • • • the new CHILITO from· TACO BELL~ . But hurry, this oHer . 
is tor a nmned time! 
JUST 
-------~ 
TACO 
'BELL 
~: MAKE A RUN FOR THE BORDEl 
TAX 10005 Umversity .Blvd. 
(at corner of Umversity & Dean Road) 
10265 
Leo's award is based on 
scholastic and leadership 
achievement$ and is ·open to 
ASCE student chapter mem-
bers at the universities of Elor-
ida and South Florida, the 
Florida -Institute of Technol-
ogy, Florida State University 
and UCF. . · 
American Friendship 
Society's meeting. 
• MEET THE AUTHOR 
Phil Singerman, author of 
"An American Hero: The Red 
Adair Story," will be the guest 
speaker at the Friends of the 
Library Meet the Author pro-
gram at 11 a.m. Saturday on 
•FRIENDSHIP SOCIETY the third floor of the Orlando 
The . Soviet-American Public Library. 
Friendship Society will meet · The program is free and 
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the open to the public. Refresh-
third-floormeetingroomofthe ments will be served at 10:30 
Orlando Public Library. a.m. Reservations for the lim-
A representative from the ited seating can be made by 
Orlando-ba,sed, private So- calling the Community Rela-
viet-American Trade Associa- tions Office at 425-4694, 
tion will speak at the Soviet- extension ·481. 
..... · 
11:00 A.M. 
CATllOLIC CAMPUS Ml\SS 
SUNDAY 281-4438 
s11 • JOSE1~1rs 
CA'I1I-IOLIC ClJUltC1I 
I . 
- ' 
Sat. Vigil Iv1ass G:OO P.Ivl. 
Sunday Ivlasscs 
8:00, 10:J0 &: 12 Noo11 
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Events planried to widen Hispanic awareness 
by Jamie Carte 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
brating national Hispanic Awareness Month. and racial awareness. . 
The week's events will highlight Hispanic culture An estimated 5 percent of the community sur-
through music, dance and cultural exhibits. rounding UCF is of the Hispanic culture. 
Michelle Scharer, HASA secretary and coordina- Torres also said another focus of the week's events Next week UCF may experience culture shock. 
During the week of Oct. 6-13, the UCF chapter of 
the Hispanic American Student Association has 
planned a series of events to share its culture with 
other students. 
torofactivities, said, "We hope to see that the student is to give non-Hispanic students a taste of what 
body recognizes and gets involved with more of the Hispanic people and music are like. 
Hispanic culture." · Some event during Hispanic Awareness Week are 
"One of our main goals is to make new Hispanic 
students feel at home at UCF," HASA President 
Ventura Torres said. 
Since every Hispanic country has its own.culture, sponsored by Student Government, the office of 
the week will target multicultural diversity which is Minority Student Services and the Campus Activi-
a long-range goal for the university. · ties Board. 
Jvonne Couret, community relations chairwoman All of the week's events are free and open to all 
ofHASA, said the group hopes to increase UCF ethnic UCF students. Hispanic Awareness Week is HASA's way of cele-
SPORTS 
FROM PAGE 1 
worked out with the opposing 
school. · 
The only intramural sport 
that plays at night is volley-
ball. Recreational Services 
Director Loren Knutsen said 
there are no plans to cancel 
any of the activities. 
"If we get a campus warning 
to cancel anything, we'll cer-
-
tainly abide by it," Knutsen 
said. "As far as I know, the only 
thing that's making any 
changes is Orange County 
High School football, which 
wil~ be playing football games 
in the afternoon." 
Earlier this week the Or-
ange County School Board 
decided to reschedule Friday 
night high school football 
games to afternoon times be-
cause of the encephalitis 
warnings. 
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT 
TAN·f ASTIQUE TANNING SALON 
~ tJ;V1j'E2('E TJ{'£ S11.l:; r .,U WJlYS S2{f 9{'ES ! 
"' , ~::( . ~ 
IO VISITS 
FOR $29.95!! 
MON·FRI 830 AM· 9 PM SAT 9-6PM 
GHGS· 
Activity and Service Fee 
Was There Ever A Kri1GHT In 
- The '20's? · 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-..--
.. 
• 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
381-0577 
ACROSS FROM UCF 
SPECIAL 
(Coupon Necessary) 
r--~2-;;:ii. 2 ;; ;;;~ - - -
L $5.9~ Expires 10/6/90 
• I 
----------------2 large, 2 item pizzas 
$7.99 
UCF TEAM DENTIST 1-1 es:~--] 
282-2101 
Our UCF Back to School 
Good Knight Offer! 
$10 Che_ck-up includes: 
• Initial Exam· 2 Bitewing X-Rays • 
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only 
EXPIRES 11/2/90 
GOOD ON INITIAL VISIT ONLY 
11776 E. Colonial Dr. 
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Michael Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE •THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR 
PAYMENTHASARIGHTTO REFUSETOPAY.CANCELPAYMENT 
ORBE REIMBURSEDFORPAYMENTFORANYOTHERSERVICE, 
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A 
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE 
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE. DISCOUNTED FEE. OR RE· 
DUCED FEE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT. 
. Orlando, FL 32817 
Alafaya Village Shopping Center 
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.) 
HUGS 'N' SPLASHES 
A couple enjoy each other's company while waiting for their turn 
to play water basketball at the UCF pool. 
'
1
'
11'1 GETTING 
GOOD IRADEl1 .. 1AND A 
GREAT RESUME~]" 
I* I 
~ 
"I'm still just a sophomore, but when I 
graduate I'm going to have more than a 
degree. Thanks to UPS I'm going to have 
a great looking resume, too. 
.. Fortune magazine rated UPS one . 
of !he 'most admired' corporations in 
America . And I work there. I make · 
almost $10,000 a year for working, about 
4 hours a day. I'm even being con-
sidered for a promotion. Wouldn't that 
look great on my resume: 'Part-time 
Supervisor, UPS.' I get my choice of 
working mornings or nights. I chose · 
to work in Operations. Some students 
are in Accounting, Industrial Engineer-
ing, 1.S. and Cu.stomerService. 
"It's tough to graduate at the head of 
the class. But if you want to graduate 
ahead in the JOb market, just have UPS 
at the top of your resume." 
. \ 
Applicants are being considered 
for your local UPS office. For 
interviews or more information about 
UPS, see your school's career 
development or job placement 
center. UPS is an equal opportunity 
employer. 
M/F 
WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK ·FoR· US. 
ups~ DIEUVERS ,_DUCATIDI 
ENCEPHALITIS 
FROM PAGE 1 
Environmental Health and 
Safety has requested the UCF 
campus be sprayed regularly 
during the late evening hours 
to control the mosquito popu-
lation and to lessen the chance 
of encephalitis outbreaks. 
The first time the Orange 
~ounty . Mosquito Control 
sprayed was after 11 p.m.· on 
Sept. 25. 
George Alexander, director 
of the Orange County Mos-
quito Control, said they will 
spray weekly at UCF as long as 
the encephalitis outbreaks 
continue. 
The highest area of mos-
quito breeding occurs in wet, 
. low-lying areas near lakes and 
anywhere there is water reten-
tion. 
Miller said the mosquitos 
will die when the temperature 
falls below 30 degrees. 
No one seems to know how 
the outbreak was originally 
started. Miller said the disease 
is carried by an unusual num-
ber ofbirds that have migrated 
into the area. The mosquitos 
contract the virus from the 
birds, he said. 
NEWS 
WRITERS 
NEEDED! 
If you are interested in 
becoming an official 
reporter for The Cen-
tral Florida Future. 
Please give Jenni a 
call at 275-2865 or 
,stop by the office and 
· fill out an application. 
____ I I 
... 
. 
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FAMOUS· E·UROPEAN .. · 
VIDEO DISCO. 
•• 
II 
. ., 
• 
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Drinking and _driving can kill a friendship. 
a public service announcement of this publication and the Department of Transportation . 
MIGHTY 
Stun Gu-ns 
Model 808 
65,00il uolh 
5 l11ches long 
Belt Clip 
Safety Strap · 
Model101 . 
80,000 uolts 
6 inches long 
Belt Cllp . 
Safety Strap 
Safety Switch ' 
Model 707 
65,000 uolts 
5 inches long 
Bel1 Cllp 
NON-LETHAL PERSONAL PROTECTION 
,-------------------, 
RUSH ORDER TO: . 
IN a me Rd.dress 
City , 
Qty. Mo~el# . 
707 
BOB 
101 
NRPRI ENTERPRISES, LTD. 
P.O. BOH 1930 
OUIEOO, FL 32765 
State 
Price Each 
.6 5,000 uolts $54.95 
65,000 uolts .with 
$56.95 safety strop . 
80,000 uolts with $66.95 
safety switch 
Rechargeable $ 9.95 Batteries 
Total Enclosed 
Zip 
Total Price 
Price includes sales taH, shipping & handling. 
I 
· !Telephone # (Please include should stun I 
lguns be undeliverable.) _______ I I _______________ I 
I WRRRRNTY: O~e year on _I 
I manufacturer's defects from date of I 
Lci_:iiuery. ~l~w 2-4 ~:._ek~fo~d:._liuery. J 
ORDER SIX OR MORE OF ANY o ·NE MODEL AND TAKE -
100/o DISCOUNT EXCLUDING THE BArTERIES 
-
WARNING : SIUN GUNS ARE NOT LEGAL IN EVERY STATE AND SOME STATES REQUIRE A 
.PERMIT. PLEASE Ct-iECK WiTH LOCAL POLICE AUTHORITY. FLORIDA NEEDS A "CONCEALED 
PERMIT" TO CARRY IN PUBLIC. PERMIT NOT NEEDED FOR IN HOME OR IN BUSINESS USE. 
•TRYOUTS 
The UCF basketball team 
will hold tryouts for walk-ons 
from 6-8 p.m. on Oct.16 at the 
UCF gymnasium. Prior to try-
outs, the players must have 
certificates of eligibility. They 
can be obtained from Bruce 
Bennett in the Athletic Cen-
ter, and a health release from 
athletic trainer Kevin Mer-
GOLF 
FROM PAGE 12 
Shumaker cites as his team's 
greatest strength. 
"Each tournament, some-
one different shoots the best 
score," he said. 
Although he says he does 
not rely on one "best" player to 
carry the team, Shumaker 
does recognize a team core 
consisting of Earley, junior 
Marla Jemsek, junior Katrina 
Runyan, sophomore Mary 
Shupe and freshman Louise 
Cherrie. 
Each of these players placed 
in the top 10 of 58 women at 
Daytona-second, third, 
fourth, sixth and ninth, re-
spectively. 
With expe_rience from play--
ing in all of the top touma~ 
ments last year, Shumaker is 
looking forward to a "good 
tournament at Beacon 
Woods," on Oct. 11-14. Of the 
14 teams that will attend, 12 or 
13 will be in the top 20. 
"We're stronger this year," 
Earley said. "We're more 
team-oriented." 
SHERATON UNIVERSITY INN, 
1 - • &_ ' .. 0 • I lli~~swE . ORLANDO . 
· OrscoVER LIFE 
LWE ENTERTAINMENT 
STARTIN:G OCT. 2 9 ·1:990 
®8®®IP~ D d18®®£~ 
1fW~~1ID£ lf-0~£ TIWIB1ID£ Lr _ 
HAPPY BOUR!! 
DRAIN YOUR BRAIN 
sss®®IP~. c: CZJ8®®IP~ 
~@~ o 0 JJIBDo 
COMPLIMENTARY HOR D'OEUVRES 
2 FOR~ COCKTAILS a HIGHBAL~ 
MONDAY· TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME- HOTDOGS WI ALL THE TRIMMINGS 
TUESDAY· GODFATHER NIGHT- PIZZA ITALIAN SAUSAGE ETC. 
WEDNESDAY· SOUTH OF THE BORDER-TACOS WI ALL THE TRIMMINGS 
THURSDAY: ISLAND NIGHT- SHRIMP & OTHER SEAFOOD 
FRIDAY: BEEF FEAST- CARVED STEAMBOAT ROUND 
SHERATON UNIVERSTIY INN, 
ORLANDO 
THE· HOSPITALITY PEOPLE OF ITI' 
1724 ALAFAYA TRAIL 
ORLANDO, FL 32826 
407-658-9008 
; 
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Couple t8ken to 
cou.rt for wanting 
their genetic. child 
Motherhood is the true test of womanhood. It is 
also something that some woman cannot experience 
giving birth due to physical difficulties. Should these 
women not be able to see their flesh and blood in a 
growing human? Should these woman be able to con-
tract another woman to carry the child of their flesh? 
Who is the 'motlier' is such a case? . 
A couple, the Calverts, in Santa Ana, Calif., hired 
Anna Johnson to carry the fertilized egg for $10,000. 
On August 13, 1990, the surrogate mother sued for 
custody. The woman accused the Calverts of not of-
fering emotional support and losing interest after the 
pregnancy was started. 
Now, how can a couple that has gone through every 
sort of medical test to get pregnant lose interest? 
Another question arises. If they went so far as to have 
an egg removed, and sperm taken, be not emotionally 
supportive; they haven't gone through so much to see 
their own flesh and blood. 
Johnson was hired to do a job. Granted it is an 
emotional issue, and she owed some due, but Anna 
knew child birth. She knew that she would want the 
child, that her body would want the child, but she was 
hired to do a job. 
Anna was given medical care, paid for by the 
Calverts. The Calverts gave her ·money for the expe-
rience. She cannot be given emotional support 24 
hours a day, but she did see the Calverts often. So 
·where was the question as to what would happen 
when she gave birth? 
Apparently there was a question, because she 
demanded custody when she gave birth. Superior 
Court Judge Richard Parslow ruled that Anna 
Johnson could visit the child twice a week. But this 
was not acceptable to Johnson and she asked for daily 
Visitation rights. 
The judge then suggested the child be put up for 
adoption. But both the Calverts and Anna Johnson 
rejected this idea. The next step will be a suggestion 
to divide the child. · 
Whho has the right to the child, Anna Johnson for 
carrying the child, or the Calverts whom the child is 
genetically tied to? The Calverts did have a contract 
for Johnson's services. They did honor their half of 
the contract. They are the the genetic parents. 
The final question: who would be the better 
parent(s)? The Calverts are financially well off, and 
they desire the child very much. Anna Johnson has 
other children and doesn't have the financial security 
or the genetic link. . 
The idea of surrogate motherhood is not foreign. 
Throughout history, woman have had wet-nurses for 
their children. With modem technology, surrogate 
motherhood has taken on entirely different dimen-
sions. Perhaps the best thing we can consider is how 
good a parent the contending people will be. Judge 
Leon R. Y ankwich said, "There are no illegitimate 
children-only illegitimate parents." 
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IN l'ODAY'S LESSO~) 
CL.ASS) W£ EXPLORf::. 'TUE:. 
_ l~CR.~l~G ISOLATtO~ Of 
i14E. 11-JC>IVIDUAL IN SOClcrt. 
Well~spent time, viewing news 
Hey, guess what? I was watching the local TV 
news- you know, the one with the Disney™®©* 
Animatronomatic news anchors who smile and move 
their heads in time. Anyway, I had forgotten that 
M* A *S*H* had ended and, in its place, Michelle 
"Chipmonk Cheeks" Muro was babbling. ltlfltfllllll. 
Between commercials a plug came on for Channel mint-fiavored Breathmint,. 
6 and it touted the slogan "Time Well Spent." This B.B.: Thank you, Glenn. Hey, I've been hit on the 
was a very shrewd ad campaign, challenging anyone head, too. Ha, Ha. I'm here today with Tommy Waters 
with the I.Q. of a brass doorknob to find anything attheMcDonald'sonCurryFordandSemoranwhere 
substantial about the news program. they've just gotten anew milkshake machine. How do 
Old, Balding Anchor with Brown Skin: Hello, you feel about the new machine, Tommy? 
this is Glenn Geekson with Channel Four News, and . T.W.: Well, as a service industry specialist, I be-
this is the News at Six. In our top story tonight: Police lieve the new machine will increase our customer 
spokesmen announced today that hitting yourself on service efficiency by 2.34 percent. · . 
the head with any large solid object can hurt. Let's go B.B: Thank you, Tommy. Back to you Glenn. 
LIVE to Channel Four reporter Sean Sheen. - G.G: Thank you, Bob. Be careful not to hit yourself 
S.S.: Thank you, Glenn. I'm standing out in front on the head with that new machine. Now for the 
of the Orlando Courthouse where Police spokesmen weather with Pamela Puddin' head. 
have announced that hitting yourself over the head P.P.: Thanks Glenn-giggle. Today, we have some 
with a large, solid-like object can hurt cause severe really-giggle-hot weather, so-giggle drink lots-giggle 
cranial damage. Police have not stated whether or of water. 
not hitting yourself with a truck or bike can hurt. G.G.: Thank you, Pamela. That's it for the Six 
G.G.: How do you feel about this news? O'Clock News. As you can see, it truly was "time 
S.S.: Well, Glenn, I don't know. As you can proba- well spent." 
bly tell, I've been hit on the head several times, and Watching the news was more like watching one of 
I don't think it's affected me. · those morning radio shows, only with less music. 
G.G~: We'll keep that in mind at the next party, It is the duty oHhe press to inform the public of 
Sean. {They all laugh.} Michelle? hazards to their rights oflife, liberty, and the pursuit 
M. Muttunhead: Thank you, Glenn. Boy, Sean ofhappiness. 
sure looks handsome even if he has been hit on the There exists e_nough news around Central Florida 
head. Ha, ha, ha. to fill the two hours oflocal news programs and still 
G.G:Thankyou,Michelle.NowwegoLIVEtoBob have time for the weather. 
. 
Getting taxes for prostitution 
What's this!? The U.S. Government has taken 
over the world famous Mustang Ranch bordello in 
Nevada?! Our Uncle Sam, the same one that has 
prosecuted people for years for pandering, pornogra-
phy and prostitution, is now one of the world's 
largest flesh peddlers? The world certainly is a weird 
and wildly ironic place, isn't it? 
It seems that the Mustang Ranch went public a 
couple of years ago but had financial and tax difficul-
ties. The government finally took it over just a short 
time ago. Now that UncleSamisinon the act he's got 
to protect his new investment. · 
Therefore he's decided to keep the whole thing 
going until a suitable buyer can be found. Think of 
the possibilities as the U.S. government moves into 
the forefront of the prostitution jndustry. 
Nevada has had legalized prostitution since Little 
Joe came of age on the Ponderosa. You always knew 
that there was something wild going on in Virginia 
City that kept the Cartwright boys happy. The side 
of the West that Lorne Greene never told us about! 
One could even make a case that prostitution is an 
industry that our government needs to be in. After 
all, it is a cash business with a high volume. It has 
definite growth potential. Lots of cash, lots of 
growth. Maybe the G.S.A shouldn't even look to sell 
the operation but should keep it as what-may prove 
to be the best way to reduce the deficit. We could even 
duplicate the ranch in other locations. Kind of a 
Holdiay Inn with red lights. 
This makes some sense. It wouldn't be too hard to 
fllllllfllllll 
do, either. After all, aren't the state governments now 
in the gambling businesses that the mob used to 
control? Combine the Mustarig Ranch operation with 
a lottery! That'd give new meaning to the scratch-off 
game concept! Doesn't Congress always look to the 
"sin tax" first for added revenue? With the entire ac-
tual revenue from the activity rather than just a tax 
on it we could probably lower or get rid of a whole lot 
of other taxes. Or maybe even zero out our deficit! 
As government moves into areas formerly charac-
terized as the rackets, they acquire a certain legiti-
macy. We would, of course, have to appoint a Secre-
tary of Some Euphemism or Other to oversee the 
whole operation and keep it all above board as well as 
under the covers. 
What a job! Imagine being the person responsible 
for overseeing hundreds of Mustang Ranches from 
coast to coast! Sex Czar! If George Bush could just 
master the possibilities he could possibly keep his 
word on "No New Taxes" and cure the national deficit 
in the bargain! 
There! I didn't use a single 50¢ word in the whole 
article and I didn't mention the Constitution once! 
W ait'll next week! 
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Seminars offer a pleasant exchange of ideas 
"I thought I ~ould just have a cup of 
"' " couee ... 
The invitation I got in the mail described a 
leadership seminar that I, as president of a student 
organization, was priveleged to attend. I would go to 
hone my leadership abilities and promote the club, I 
decided, and to avail myself of the free luncheon. 
Early on the Saturday morning, gulping cof-
fee, I passed through the crowd and was heralded. "I 
love your column." 
"So you're the one," I smiled. 
Then, the equal opposite. "Ugh. You write 
that column, don't you." 
"Heh; heh, not me .... Namesake," I grimaced. 
Taking our seats, we were asked to stand up 
and tell our name and organization. It was so me-
thodical and sleepy that I was very tempted to liven 
it up by saying, "I'm Roger Darnell, and I'm an 
alcoholic." I tried to think of everyone laughing, 
including Dr. Altman, but some inkling of wisdom 
told me it wouldn't be nearly as funny as I thought. 
''The topic we are covering today, obviously, 
is multicultural diversity," explained our first 
speaker. A little bit of coffee ran down my chin as I 
tried to figure out how I'd been hoodwinked into this. 
Only then did I notice the posters on the walls which 
targeted racism and pictured MLK, Jr. It's not that 
I'm not into this multicultural thing,-but, qu.ite hon-
estly, I was a little smug in my self-image of a 
genuinely nice guy and felt open to anyone interested 
in exchange . 
Looking around the room, it became evident 
that many cultures were flocked amongst them-
selves. Dr. Le Vester Tubbs, pointing out that often-
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times we just want to be around people like us, asked 
us to move our seats to be near people who were just 
a little more unlike us. 
We all suddenly became individuals . 
In our first exercise, we were asked to intro-
duce ourseives to a complete stranger and, shaking 
his/her hand, explain, "I love to make mistakes, and 
further, it really makes me happy when people make 
mistakes about groups I belong to." After performing 
the embarrassing feat, this new acquaintance and I 
quickly took to school-centered dialog . 
In response~to my suggestion of a teacher he 
may have come across in his studies, he explained 
that name as belonging to a jazz musician and 
quickly gave the teacher's correct name. A small 
cloud of steam boiled off my forehead, and I realized 
the irony of our introduction and felt a little ridicu-
lous. I think everyone was humbled a bit by the 
experience, and sensitized. 
We were then asked to exuberently applaud 
and cheer for the various groups our leader an-
nounced. First, women. They stood up, and we 
clapped like crazy. Then· men, American Indians, 
Canadians, African Americans, Koreans, etc. Groups 
were mentioned who weren't represented, and we 
clapped and shouted nonetheless. It was an uncondi-
tional positive response to people, regardless of their 
groupings or backgrounds. As you might imagine, 
other groups came into play, and those groups based 
on sexual preference were recognized. A room-full of 
people (who are so often classified as closed-minded, 
insensitive, selfish) applauded homosexuals. 
Humbled again, but I was learning something. 
One of the attendees pointed out that there 
are some things a person just doesn't want to know. 
111•1\tlll 
I immediately recognized that feeling within myself. 
But, if I can't do anything to change people to be 
exactly the way I want them, why should I do any-
thing but value what they do have ' to offer me? 
Besides, what in the world exists that I, as an "edu-
cated person" should be shielded from? I looked 
around the ro .. om again to see all the different faces, 
and realized that those in attendance weren't even 
one percent of our school population. I was a lost face 
even in this crowd, yet every week I sit down in an 
attempt to write a column that will touch every 
person who reads it without thinking of all the barri-
ers I have to overcome to strike those common chords. 
The members of this non-partisan mass 
slowly drifted back to their fellow officers, and our 
blanket once more became patch-work. But there was 
a candle ofinterest burning in every eye, and one felt 
the warmth and fellowship. 
A note: Now might be a good time to join a 
club you're interested in, even if you don't know 
anyone in it. I have a feeling you'll be accepted. 
Allowing people to give all they have to offer 
involves much more than just being open. Of course, 
I'm not telling you anything new, just passing along 
something I was priveleged to that you may have 
enjoyed. I realized that in order to get everything this 
life has to offer, I have to go out of my way to get it. 
Once there, however, I've found it's not out of my way, 
at all. 
by A.S. Whitten 
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Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Hey Kids! Bring your favorite toys for "show 
& tell" Friday cause its Romper Room with 
AMII Who was that man that slept in the 
mesh mobile? Was it Pat Dark? Retreat this 
Sat. 
Phi Delta Theta 
Most excellent party dudes! Great start foot-
ball teaml Remember our game today at 
4pm. Let's keep up the pressure! Danceline 
practice Sat. 11..Ml-Rockin the right wayll ll!I 
Alpha Delta Pi 
Thanks to PKA for a great pre-game social! 
Sig Ep we're looking forward to an awesome 
Romper Room social on Fnday night! Girls, 
got a date for Hayride? Only 22 days leftl G_et 
psyched for Homecoming with those l:AE's 
PAT.A Ill 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Excellent Picnic! Thanks Jill for all you've 
done! By now all little bros should know who 
your big bro's are. Pledges-study hard/get 
~m books done. Bro's-remember synergy I 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY-"Epi-
sode"-Students, Staff, Faculty Invited. 
Wednesday, Noon, Student Ctr. 214 
RAISE A THOU$AND 
INA WEEK 
The fundraiser that's working 
on 1800 campuses. 
Your campus group can earn up to $1,000 
in just one week. 
No investment needed. 
Be first on your campus. 
A FREE gift just for calling. 
Call Now. 
1-800~765-8472 Ext. 90 
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL- Kiwanis spon-
sored service club. We're not about conven-
ience stores of dude ranches. We're about 
Service, Leadership, and Fellowship. Help us 
help Children's Wish, Special Olympics, 
Children's Home and others. Be a part of 
something you'll be proud of. Thursdays 7pm 
CEBA 2 Rm 115 or call Jen 366-7531 
HAS.A MEMBERS 111eeting Thurs. Oct 4 4-
5pm SOL in Student Center looking forward to 
seeing you all. 
Baptist Campus Ministry 
AAARRGH ! The weekend is stlll a day away! 
But don't fret-st~t it off right at Knight Lite. 
That's tonight at 7pm in the SOL. Smile! 
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES 
TONIGHT 
Let's throw some yokel! 
WD5C Lobby 6:15pm 
Dress for some messl 
Roommate Wanted to share 2br/2bath apt. . 
NearUCF, WID, pool, racquetball. $250/mo + 
1/2 uti lities. Call Joan 823-9949 
Large 212 w/private balcony or patio, large 
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask 
about our move-in special 282-5657. 
*Sherwood Forest* 
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occu-
pancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967. 
For rent 2bdrm 2.5 bah! townhouse, double 
master baths, balcony, $400 Watson RealtY 
629-6643 
Furn room $65 wk. $250 Mo. 365-1050 
UNDER $200/MTH each with roommate, 
Large 2 bdrm/2 bath, appliances, Patio doors 
to Balcony/Patio, walk to UCF, move in now, 
Leave Msg at 831-2733. Negotiable. 
Roommate wanted to share three bedroom 2 
bath condo located in Tuscawilla area $235 
plus one third expenses non-smoker 366-
2273 
Dean Road Duplex 2 bedroom 2 bath $400.00 
per month $300.00 deposit 
Children Welcome 
F A S T 
FUNDRAISING 
PROGRAM 
$1000 in just one week. 
Earn up to $1,000 for your 
campus organization. Plus 
a chance at $5000 morel I 
This program works I No 
investment needed. Call 
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50 
Easy way to make $25/weekl Need driver to 
take 13 yr. old daughter to afterschool activity. 
ca:I Jerry at 381-6790(W) or 366-7593(H) 
ATIENTION:Greeks, Clubs, and Individuals. 
Trip organizers wanted for Ski and Sun Tours, 
Inc. Earn cash and go for free. Call Moguls Ski 
and Sun Tours, Inc. 1-800-666-4857 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell short how-to 
reports. Free detai ls: Dana-AE 1 Box 292845, 
Dayton, OH 45429 · 
Female roommate to share house with young 
prof. female close to campus includes WID, 
microwave, phone answering mach. etc. $225 
1/3 util. 365-1457 
ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, pro-
posals, etc. Affordable rates. Pickup & deliv-
ery. 695-1917 . 
Professional typist reports/term papers/ 
manuscripts/resumes, etc WordPerfect 5.1 
Same-day service & pick-up/delivery avail-
able Lake Mary area. Call Carolyn Vindett 
324-1027 
Fast accurate typing. While-U-Wait & same 
day service avail. 895-7189 
TYPING - IBM or Mac. NLQ or Laser. Call 
GRACE 281-4251 or 273-6454 
Caroline's Typing Service, accurate and pro-
fessional - Reports, resumes, all correspon-
dence - $2.25 per page. Call Caroline 348-
9316 (407) 
Fast tum around; resumes, term 
papers, etc. SE Orlando-381-0307 
~ Wo1dprocessor 
Large or small, we type them all 
Laser printer;FAST service 679-6692 
Wanted to share ride from Ocoee/Win-
dermere area. Morning/Early afternoon 
classes. Stacy 876-5158 
Happy hour tomorrow. Special thanks to 
ADPi's for last Saturday's Chicken Feast and 
the pre and post game. Get ready for Zeta 
Scavenger Hunt on Saturday. Don't forget 
Woodser moved to Nov. 2. IT.KA Little Sisters 
are number 1 !!I Greeks hold tight for Home-
coming cause IT.KA-ZT A are gonna blow you 
away. See you at happy hour. 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
Hey JU thanks for an A WE SOME weekend. 
We• You. Bro's & Ladies CAMPOU'f has 
arrived. Get info in the cafeteria. Hey AM's 
get your books around and signed. Good 
Luck in Sports! 
UCF ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIETY Picnic at 
Lake Claire (UCA Sun Oct 711 am-? Regular 
mtg. Mon 5pm SOL (Stud Cent) Call Sam 2n-
9374 Craig 339-2653 
American Production & Inventory Control 
Society 
,::
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typesetting services. For details, call Resume 0251 Day or Evening 
Don't just Graduate! Get involved in your field 
what ever your field may be. This message is 
broughrto you by APICS, Amencan Produc-
tion & Inventory Control Society. 
Assumable-2BR-1/2 Duplex-Near UCF. 
FURNISHED-Call SHIRLEY HAERING 
WATSON REAL TY, to see 628-2573 $49,500 
House's 24 hour information line at 904-371- --------------
Pi Beta Phi 
II<b Pledges • their big sisters 
ThankslIKA-ZfA for a great social. 
IIB<b football remains undefeated-
Way to go II<b's. Everyone get psyched 
for Rock The Arrow. 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
A TIENTION ladies of JU, AM., AMI, M', 
ZfA, IIB<b, and UCF, Bullfrog is Friday night! 
Bullfrog is Friday night at the SAE house! Be 
ready to give up the fly at our patented rager. 
Keep up that support of SAE I and the Cudas. 
Spread the word bros, even though there•s·a 
little hurdle concerning consumption it's been 
dealt with and we still can't be touched or 
maiched soaally. <l>A Baby! 
Zeta Tau Alpha 
Thank you IT.KA for a great Bourbon Street 
Social. Zetas, get excited about the Viking 
Social Friday night with ATOI Also, don't 
forget to go to the library to STUDY HARD! 
Delta Tau Delta 
Happy B-day to Matt; He is 22 
Be kind to your big bro and he'll 
be kind to you. 
Our Pig Roast 1s Saturday and it'll 
be a blast, 
But remember, that morning, 
you gotta take the CLASTI 
Tau Kappa Epsilon 
Football Today TKE II vs PDT@ 4:00 
TKE I vs AXA @ 5:00. Assoc. MEMS get 
ready cause 3-fires is iustaround the corner. 
TKE I vs SAE I Mon@5:00. Remember, TKE 
Pride! 
Friends of Bill W. meeting for for Fall '90 
every Tue. 4-5pm CEBA II Rm 115 
CAR WASH 
ASME Mechanical Engineering 
Colonial and 436 Shell Station 
Saturday, October 6, 9am-3pm 
1 or2FN/Sroommate(s) neededtoshare28/ 
2B apt. Own bath. Lakeside, pools, tennis 
courts, laundry room on premises. Needed 
ASAP. Must be neat and courteous. Profes-
sional-minded student(s), but fun _as wellll 
Call 679-4515 and leave a message. We will 
call you right back! 
NEED RESP M/F RMMA TE ASAP for 3/2 
houseoffTuskawilla Rd. 15 min from campus, 
own rm furnished? $250 + util 1st, last, neg. 
dp. CALL 677-5180 MIKE 
Female to share house w/same and 2 kids. 
3bd 1 1/2 Central HIA, W/D Mier Storage. 
Quiet country area. 5 miles from UCF. No 
pets. Females only. $260 per month includes 
all. $100 dep. 281-5084 Day 365-2580 eve-
nings, Peggy 
Beautiful 3Bl2B home in Stillwaterjust2 miles 
from UCF looking for roommate(s) M/F imme-
diately 365-6299 
ROOMMATE(S) WANTED: 3/2 1n Sussex 
Place. F,N/S,quiet. Ava1l. lmmed. New locks! 
Micro, D/Washer, partly furn. $225 + util. Call 
Grace 281-4251 or 273-6454 leave msg 
Wanted: Female to share fully frnsh 211 apt. 
located 5 miles form UCF on a lake $230/mo 
+ 1/2 utilities. Call or leave message at 677-
0249. 
M/F Non-smoker needed lo share Fox Hunt 
Townhouse. Own room & bath. $235/m + 1/ 
2 util. 275-6343 
6769. 
Tarot Readings, by appt. 898-1684 
Wood Bunkbeds for sale great condition good Scuba Lessons 
for kids or roommates I $105 call 677-7819 r Complete open water certification 
after 8 leave message only 99.95 everything included 
advanced and specialty classes also · 
Programmable calculator HP-41CV for more information call · 
Uke new $75.00 call Bill 380-8509Days 695- Bob Remington 298-9224 or 298-9783 
8845 Eves. 
Apple lie, Perfect Cond. Hires Color built-in 
drive, joystick, software, etc. $650 OBO. 
Casio Kbd. $85. 6 cu. ft. refrig . pert for dorms. 
$75 
Call 380-3051 please Iv msg 
Wedding gown - size 6 white satin, high neck-
1 ine with lace & sequins, worn May 1990. $300 
OBO. 679-8205 & Long Pink formal gown size 
$450 
WEIGHTS 1651b with Leg Extension and 
barbells for $150 275-4202 
Computer Att includes keyboard drive unit 
and monitor $800 Call 322-0797 
BMW 325e 1985 
Burgundy and beautiful one owner, loaded,. 
excellent immaculate condition. Retail 
$10,600, sacrifice $9,900. All servica records 
Call (407)633-6186 
Man in wheelchair needs P(T attendants. Will 
train . Heavy lifting. $4 hr Call Paul 438-1534 
THE CORPORATE IMAGE-Professional 
Resumes that get resultsll Custom design-
ing, intef'Vlew techniques, Laser printed. 
CALL: 679-7179 
JMJ LIFE CENTER, 603 Virginia Dr. 
Free pregnancy test & referrals. 
898-5751 
EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 366-
0538. 
WOROMASTERS 277-9600 
One mile from UCF campus. 
All student documents and resumes. Same 
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD 
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser 
printing. 
Fast * Professional * Accurate 
KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50 678-6735 
Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431 
Aloma #211 671-4414. 
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call 
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs 
FRENCH: TYPINGfrUTORING 568-1219 
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal 
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-404& 
D GREEK CORNER MINI CLASSIFIED FORM 
DCLUBINFO 
DROOMMATES 
DFORRENT 
$0.75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty_ 
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses 
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate) DFORSALE 
D AUTOS PREJ>AYMENT ONLY-No ~efunds 
D HELP WANTED . 
D WANTED Insertion dates: 
Cost per issue: $ 
Number of issues: 
Less Discount(if any): 
TOTAL COST: $ 
LSAT course-begin now for Dec. Test 
Superior results, Payment plan, taught by Law 
Testing 
Specialist-Michael Tierney, 897-3300 
SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872 
fl.FTER 9PM;ALSO WEEKENDS 
LH 00051 
Quiet, Christian SWM is looking for nice look-
ing, friendly Christian SWF 18-22. Please 
include phone# and photo with response. 
To respond to a Lonely Heart: 
Send your response in a sealed envelope with 
a stamp. Place Lonely Hearts number on 
lower left corner of envelope. Plaee Response 
envelope in an envelope and mall or drop off 
at the Central Florida Future P.O. Box 25000, 
Orlando, FL 32816 
Barbie, Honey, Baby, Sugar-love, Sweet-
cakes, this 1s the only way you'll forgive me. 
I'm going to be late to our private anniversary 
{;elebration on Monday night. I have to see the 
death penalty d~bate for my terrn paper at the 
SCA. Please believe me. I Love You. Love, 
Tiger P .S. Remember Tuesday night, Sweet-
cakes? 
Are you tired of being left out of the rain? Well 
come in from the rain and to the Athletic 
Department. That's right, The AD, located 
across from UCF 1n the University Shoppqs. 
Shirts, Jackets, Hats, Stickers, and Posters. 
All with your favorite college and professional 
teams. So come out of the rain. Talk to 
Patrick. He looks good. Why shouldn't you? 
DSERYICES 
DTYPISTS 
D LOST & FOUND 
DCARPOOL 
DTUTORS 
OOTHER 
DLONELY•'s 
DPERSONALS 
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GRILLA 
FROM PAGE 12 
O'Brien," McDowell said. 
O'Brien also holds the record for the longest 
field goal at UCF with a 55-yarder against Be-
thune-Cookman-on Sept. 7, 1985. 
Comics • (james •Paint '.Ba[[ (juns "I've heard of[O'Brien]," Grilla said. "I heard he was a really good kicker. It's one of my goals 
--------------------=------:.to kick a longer field goal than 55 yards." 
Grilla has already connected on a 50-yarder 
during a loss to Memphis State this year. 
== ''That kick 'had enough to go 55 yards," Grilla 
said. "During practice last year, we had a pretty 
== stiff wind and I kicked a 70-yarder." 
During his collegiate career, O'Brien had the 
.IAMAlflft 407381 3564 advantage of a square kicking block that was == \ltl 4 nights $289 ea. allowed by.the NCAA until last year. 
''The two-inch block adds accuracy and 10 
• Ful erukla.t Darty ·Deity 2 lor 1 Hippy Hour yards in distance and five yards in height to field 
• &ooo1 Budl1 Coupon1 ·Welcome am 1t tto1e1 goals," Grilla said. · 
·All ttot•I Tim •nd S.rvtoe 01110.. McDowell said it may be a little premature to 
Ellectlve 9/1 Add $10 fuel surcharge on Orlando.Jamaica Shuttle - predict a professional career for Grilla, but if 
--.jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii•l1 things go his way, Grilla could wind up in profes-
_Jf -"f] sional football. . 
.- -~:J]w--=-_] FRAMES 'N SUCH ... . /NC. Grilla's leg strength could be a result of his 
- - .. PAULA M. PEDDIE playing soccer. Hewasanall-stateselectionand 
- .. . :··----·--- _ 407-657-2083 his team's leading scorer in high school. 
during a game. Limited Editions 
Llthos 
Photos 
Oils Aloma Square 
6728 Aloma Avenue 
Winter Park, FL 32792 
"I was born in Italy and kicked the soccer ball 
around a little when I was young," Grilla said. 
"We moved to Florida when I was 6, and I 
learned to play football and soccer." 
McDowell pointed out that Grilla has a com-
posed manner that helps alleviate pressure 
"Sometimes I feel the pressure, but once I 
step on the field, that goes away. I'm out there 
to do a job," Grilla said. 
Needlework 
Shadowboxes 
GYMNAST/TUMBLERS 
AND A<;TORS WITH 
ATHLETIC SKILLS 
Walt. Disney World Co. will hold open auditions for experienced gymnast/ 
tumblers (male and female) and actors who have athletic abilities (climbing, 
running, gymnas.tics, stage combat, rappelling, experience with whips, and the 
ability to work at substantial heights) for roles in the outdoor, live show, 
Indiana Jones Epic Stunt Spectacularat the Disney/MGM Studio theme park in 
Florida. TI1e show consists of three action scenes from Raiders of the Lost Ark, 
performed up to ten times daily in the 2,000-seat amphitheater. 
All applicants must be at least 18 years of age and in good physical condition. 
Bring non-returnable photo·and resume and wear appropriate attire and shoes. 
All gymnast/tumbler applicants will display dive roll, back and front 
handsprings, cartwheels and other gymnastic moves. Experience in 2- and 3-
high pyramid building and arabian .tumbling is a plus. Some gymnasts may be 
asked t<> read from scripts. 
Actors must have professional experience, and athletic skills are .a must for all 
stunt roles. Prepare a one-minute monologue (comic or serio-comic) and be 
prepared for script reading. All actors with athletic skills will participate in a 
separate gymnastic/ fight combination that will be taught at the audition. 
Indiana Jones (Stunt Role) 
Marion Ravenswood·(Stunt Role) 
Swordsman/ German Mechanic (Stunt Role) 
Director (Mature presence, MC understudy) 
First Assistant Director (Young, sharp wit) 
Continuity Supervisor (Marion understudy) 
Director of Photography (Mechanic understudy) 
Special Effects Supervisor (lndiana understudy) 
Emcee (Guides audience through show) 
Hostess (Marion/Continuity understudy) 
male, 25-35 range 
female, 25-35 range 
male, 25-35 range 
tall, solid build 
male, 30-40 range 
male, 25-35 range 
female, 25-35 range 
male, 25-35 range 
male, 25-35 range 
male/female, 
25-35 range 
female, 25-35 range 
Relocation assistance is offered as part <(>f a complete benefit package. 
AUDmoN SITES, DATES AND REGISTRATION TIMJ!S 
Note: Gymnast/Tumblers attend first day, Actors attend second day. 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
University.of Central Florida 
Education Building - Multipurpose Room 
GYMNAST/TUMBLERS 
Saturday, October 13 
Registration lOAM 
ACTORS WITH ATHLETIC SKILLS 
- Sunday, October 14 
Eligible Performer Registration 9AM - 12PM 
Open Call Registration 12 Noon 
Call back auditions same day. No appointment necessary. 
For further information, call Walt Disney World Auditions, 
407/ 345-5701, Monday-Friday, lOAM - 4PM. 
All full tlffi(" t"nlC'rtalnC'tt ernplnyc-d by WAit DlanC"y Wotld Co. a~ covered undtt the term5 and 
<'ondhlnn,, of rt cnllC"ctl~ bcareolnlns ngtt"Cn'M!nl with Acmr'~ Equity A.uoclatlon. 
<OThe Walt Disney Company 
V <e),.q~f*f World Co. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer. 
Notes: UCF travels to face Samford Saturday. 
A SPECIAL REQUEST 
Craig Shergold is a 7-year-old who has a 
brain tumor, and he has very little time to 
live. His only wish is to receive the greatest 
number of "get well" cards ever recodered 
by the Guinness Book of W~)fld Records. 
You can Help Craig reach his goal by send-
ing cards to the following address: 
The Children's Wish Foundation 
32 PerlmeterCenter East, N.E., Suite ioo 
Atlanta, GA 30346 
V-BALL 
FROM PAGE 12 
The Lady Knights made the 
trip a success defeating FIU in 
five games. FIU jumped out to 
a two-game-to-one lead, tak-
ing the first and third games 
by scores of 15-8 and 15-13. 
UCF overcame the deficit and 
took the match by winning the 
last two games, 15-6and15-5. 
"FIU hits the ball really well 
and plays decent defense. 
They play some good volley-
ball," McClemmon said. 
"Against FIU, I had the 
opportunity to play a lot of 
~====================~people. Kathy Fill, Shannon 
Pack, Anissa Palm and Lori STU'1YE9{f C.7L'f:J{O£IC ~S 
S'l19f}J.7L'Y 11 :00 J7l% 
SOL 
(5f.C'l(OSS J''l(OM STU'IYE'J{CJ:M.!if.WBOX'ES) 
C51THOLIC CMtiP'll.S Aff'J{JSPR;Y 
'J{'E~CL'U'l3 
Wellbaum are people that cer-
tainly deserve credit. Shannon 
is !?tarting to come back. She 
and Lori had some good blocks 
for us." 
FIU will visit UCF on at 1 
p.m. Sunday. FIU will spend 
the weekend in the Orlando 
area competing in the NSWAC 
Cross~Region Tournament. 
Matches will be held Friday at 
I--;===================-==;;-- the UCF gym and Saturday at 
SUNDAY OCTOBER 21·, 1990 
EASTWOOD COUNTRY CLUB 
10IEllm11 CHILD PROTIT10N 'IOI IT THE ARIOIJ PlLIEI ISPITIL FOR CUEN 11 IOll 
ID 111 CUPUD ClllLDREl'S HDSPITll, RICllm, Yl 
Entrance fee: $50 
Includes: 
• Green fees and carts 
• Tournament T-shirt 
· • Golfer's Goody Bag 
•Awards Luncheon Banquet 
hffie Drawin~ ~5 a ticket 
Prizes indllil: 
• 4 rowxk plus catts at Bay IBll Qxm1Jy Club 
• Week long ba~ for lhe Ne1le Invitational 
• Dinner for two at the AmiC2n VmeyaJd 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL: 381-5388 
Oviedo High School. 
"At 7-4, I'm pleased with 
that record. I never complajn 
when above water. I hope my 
bench gets stronger than it is. 
My goal is to have nine and 10 
people playing really well," 
McClemmon said. 
SOCCER 
FROM PAGE 12 
goal. 
"The team has a good feeling 
about this_ game," soccer Coach 
Bill Barker said. ''We are not 
going to change our game plan 
against them. Their style is 
much like ours, so we should 
match up well." 
A key to North Carolina's 
success is the team's forwards. 
Two forwards with appar-
ent speed and power are 
members f the national team. 
UCF may want to counter this 
offensive attack with its off-
sides trap. 
The Lady Knights will have 
a complete roster with no seri-
ous injuries. 
S , October 4, 1990 12 ports 1 11111111r11~~1111~111t111141111111•i11111111t1r11,r!'ettt1111t1•11Ia-
ori 11a provides women's 
UCF football volleyball 
with its kicks split two 
Knights travel to Alabama to face 
Samford in ·season's last road game 
by Glenn Carrasquillo 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
"Franco Grilla, the sophomore place-kicker for the 
UCF Knights football team, has hit 11-of-12 field 
goals so far this season. 
"He has good accuracy and good leg strength," 
Coach Gene McDowell said. 
A Piper High School product from Miami, Grilla 
led the Knights in scoring last year with 58 points and 
has earned a spot on UCF's list of all-time leading 
scorers. He · is seventh pn that list, behind former 
Knight Robert Ector. 
Grilla, the consummate team player, d·oesn't take 
full credit for his kicking so far at UCF. ~;, 
''We kick field goals as a unit," Grilla said. ''The 
long snapper and holder have to do their job just like 
me. Brian Sargent is the long snapper and Ron 
Johnson is our holder. They have both done a terrific 
j~: . . 
Grilla is following in the legacy of former UCF 
placekicker Ed O'Brien. O'Brien played at UCF from . 
1984-86 and scored 273 points, which tops the list of 
all-time scorers. 
"The only other }ticker from UCF that could be 
mentioned in the same breath with Grilla would be 
by Jay Rutenkroger 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The Lady Knights split two volley-
ball matches last week. Their season 
record is 7-4. 
The University of South Florida 
visited UCF Wednesday. The UCF 
team was hoping to avenge an earlier 
loss 'to South Florida, but was unsuc-
cessful in its fight against the Lady 
Bulls. The Bulls defeated UCF in four 
games and took the match. 
"The South Florida match was a 
very well-fought match," volleyball 
Coach Dee Dee McClemmon said. 
"Every game was decided by two 
points. They played very well and solid 
and so did .we. USF got a few breaks 
that we didn't." 
"In the South Florida match Lisa 
Peterson and Linda Santiago played 
extremely well." 
On Saturday, UCF traveled south to 
Miami to battle with former New South 
Women's Athletic Conference member, 
Florida International University. FIU 
, is perennially one of the top teams in 
theNSWAC. 
see GRILLA page 11 
Franco Grilla has a nearly-perfect record as UCF's place-kicker. 
He's connected on 11-of-12 field goals and 11-of-12 extra points. see V-BALL page 11 
Women golfers win Sunshine Invitational 
by Michele Dragonetti 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
out of first place. An all-time 
team best score of 297 on Sun-
day clinched UCFs victory at 
Daytona for the second con-
secutive year. 
1991 at Ohio State. UCF finished seventh and 
above three top-20 teams-a 
performance Shumaker de-· 
scribed as "excellent." 
woman team at Daytona, ech-
oes this desire. It is within the 
range of 296-305 that most top 
teams maintain their scores. The UCF Lady Knights golf 
team won the Ladies' Sun-
shine Invitational Saturday 
and Sunday in Daytona, set-
ting a team record. 
In the first round Saturday, 
UCF posted a score of 304, 
which placed them five shots 
Such a successful outing 
was important not only in set-
ting a record, but also in estab-
lishing themselves as serious 
contenders for a spot in the 
NCAA tournament in May 
"Daytona was [the] key," 
women's golf Coach Mike Shu-
maker said. ''They know they 
are good enough to compete 
with the top teams in the coun-
try. 
The ladies lost in the Ladies' 
Seminole Sunshi~e Invita-
tional, which took place · two 
weeks ago in Tallahassee. 
"We want to be in the top 20 
in the nation, keeping our 
rounds under 305 each day," 
said freshman golfer Barbara 
Fin man. 
Junior Liz Earley, who was . 
part of the victorious five-
"The key to being one of the 
top teams and being in the 
NCAA is stability," Shumaker 
said. 
It is this stability which 
see GOLF page 9 
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA 
Christian Rognaldsen (10) attempts to get by two players from Metro Stat~. The 
Knights defeated Metro State, 4-3, in overtime. 
UCF set for rematch with· UNC 
by Matt Mccredie 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF women's soccer team will 
play two of its biggest games of this 
season when' it faces Ratford on Friday 
and North Carolina on Sunday. The 
team's record is 6-2. 
Winning both of these games will 
improve their national rank. The Lady 
Knights re-entered the polls last week 
at No. 17. They ranked No. 11 at the 
beginning of the season. But . they 
dropped out of the top 20 after their 
road trip to California, where they lost 
2-of-3 games. · 
The key game will be against North 
Carolina, which is ranked third in the 
country. In the past three confronta-
tions between these two teams the 
Lady Knights have lost twice and tied 
once. Both of the loses wer~ by only one 
see SOCCER page 11 
Klomp striv·es to lead team· 
as Competition heats up · · 
by Gregory Eyma 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
As the UCF cross country team 
nears the middle of one of its best sea-
sons s.o far, there is a growing sense of 
urgency as the hottest races in Florida 
draw near. 
When the starter's pistol fires to 
start the Florida State University In-
vitational on Oct. 6, it will be time for 
. the UCF teatrt, 
28-minute range. However, with the 
coming of faster courses in October, all 
of that should change. 
"I've been stressing distance work, 
as well as increasing the speed work-
outs," Klomp said. "As the major meets 
approach, the mileage will come down 
in order for us to peak." 
A graduate of Lakeland's Santa Fe 
Catholic High School, Klomp, 19, fin-
ished his prep career as one of the top 
two distance men 
composed mostly of 
freshmen with a 
sophomore captain, 
to show its ability 
against some of the 
biggest teams in 
the state (Miami, 
Florida State, Flor-
''l"'ve been stressing dis-: 
tarice work, as well as 
increasing the speed 
workouts." 
in the county. 
Some of his times 
are: 1 mile, 4:24; 2 
miles, 9:49; and 3.1 
miles, 15:37. 
"I would really 
like to do well at 
Conference 
Champs, individu-iCla). -~ At the forefront 
of the Knights' ef-
fort is captain Kyle 
Klomp. 
• Kyle Klomp ally as well as 
Captain of UCF cross country teamwise," Klomp 
said. Klomp said 
he would like to continue his success at 
Having been red-shirted during 
much of last year, Klomp returns this 
season with the full intention ofrealiz-
ing the potential he showed as a fresh-
man. Then, he surprised coaches by 
producing a time of 26:33 for five 
miles-just missing the UCF record. 
A ·slow beginning in August training 
and sandy courses have, so far this 
year, produced a series of sub-par per-
formances ranging in the 27-minute to 
the college level. · 
''Tracy Burch and the others are m_o-
tivated and dedicated. They can do the 
job. Joe D'Abate is talented. He can do 
it. Things have been hard for us so far 
and times have been a bit slow, but I try 
to make sure that the team knows that 
fast times will kick in with higher 
quality meets. So far, despite the slow 
clockings and set-backs, we have been 
succeeding." 
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by Suzan Zuljani 
I twas an hour and a half before the show. More than 400 students did 
the wave while waiting 
anxiously for the doors of the 
Student Center to open. 
Both the Student Center 
and the Wild Pizza were 
already filled to capacity. 
What was all the excitement 
over? It was over the one, the 
only, the two-time Campus 
Entertainer of the Year, the 
hypnotist with the mostest, 
Tom DeLuca. 
What makes DeLuca 
different from other ordinary 
joe hypnotists? ''Well, I've got 
a good sense of humor. I can't 
stand those guys whose 
names start with adjectives 
(i.e. The Amazing Eddie) and 
who sell tapes after their 
shows. They brag about the 
power of the mind and then 
make you act like a chicken." 
In this year's show, 
DeLuca added more comedy 
and magiG than in his past 
shows. 
"This is my sixth time 
seeing him," said industrial 
engineering major Margie 
Garland. "He's changed from 
last time, it was nothing like 
.this," she said between 
laughs. 
DeLuca opened his 
performance with a .few. 
impressive and 
unpredictable mind games, 
and followed up with a funny 
slide show that depicted town 
signs such as "Virginville" 
and "Eat and Beat It Hot Dog 
·Stand," to name a few. 
DeLuca pic~ed up the 
pictures from different areas 
all over the country. 
DeLuca's tours take him to 
"every single state in the 
country, including Alaska 
and Hawaii." 
• 
TomDeLuca 
The time came for the 
hypnotic portion of the show. 
When DeLuca asked for 
volunteers, thousands of 
frantic hands waved in the-
air. "This is not The Arsenio 
Hall Show guys," said 
DeLuca as he chose 21 
volunteers. He then turned 
his back to the audience for 
about six minutes as he 
hypnotized the students. 
Approximately half of the 
Hypnotist Tom· Deluca makes a career out of the subconscious. This two time winner of the Campus 
Ef)tertainer of the Year Award is famous for combining wit and hypnosis in his incredible shows. 
volunteers were not able to participate, and after they 
filtered off the stage, the remaining 15 "human amoebas" 
put on a show that many audience members will probably 
never forget. 
In order to be successfully hypnotized, DeLuca said, 
':They have to like and trust you. It doesn't work for 
everyone." 
I asked DeLuca what he did to put the students under a 
state ofhypnosis while he had his back turned to the curious 
audience. He smirked and said, "tricky hypnotic stuff." 
DeLuca has his master's in psychology. He began 
hypnotizing patients at a behavior clinic, where he worked 
to help people quit habits such as smoking and overeating. 
After seeing a few hypnotists making people act like 
·Chickens, he saw an act by Dr. Dean in San Diego. "He really 
inspired me and showed me how classy you can be." 
The 15 volunteer students were made to perform some 
pretty outrageous stunts that included switching 
shoes, seats and personalities. 
Jennie Lance, better known to audience 
members as ''The Girl Who Really Liked Wal-
"In order to be successfully 
hypnotized 111 they (the students) 
have to trust you." 
Tom Deluca 
Hypnotist 
Mart," said she did not realize that she was 
hypnotized for an hour and a half. "When he was 
going over everything he did at the end, I 
remembered parts of it like a dream." 
"The best part of being hypnotized," said 
DeLuca, "is that you feel like you've slept for 
seven or eight hours ... And you don't even have 
bad breath. Well, at least most of you don't." 
"I remember coming down to the audience and 
everyone was calling me a name that wasn't my 
name," said sophomore Merrick Theobald, 
otherwise known as ''The Guy with 1,000 Nam.es." 
"I knew what was going on around me, but I 
didn't know why people were calling me all these 
names," said Bubba, I mean Julio, I mean 
Theobald. 
After finishing his 1990 tour, DeLuca plans to 
rest at apartment in New York City and to scuba 
dive as well. 
I couldn't help but wonder if he could do that 
stuff to sharks. 
2 Confetti, October 4, 1990 
Family important in Anthrax's new album 
The Pixies' Bossanovq. still has that "special something" it started four albums ago 
• Persistence of Time 
Artist: Anthrax 
Producer: Anthrax and 
Mark Dodson 
Label: Island Records 
Persistence of Time, 
Anthrax's seventh album, is 
a ·60-plus minute. 
compilation of anti-hatred 
(especially race hatred). 
punk metal. 
In addition to nine songs, 
there is an instrumental 
tune and a cover of a Joe 
Jackson tune (remember 
"Steppirl.' Out"?). If you didn't 
like Anthrax's music in the 
past, you probably still 
won't. If you're willing to 
listen to the aggressive noise, 
you should enjoy the lyric~. 
that have been killed by their 
"brothers." 
Some quarrels. such as· 
family problems, are 
supposed to be -kept 
confidential. That is the idea 
of "Kept in the Family." 
Racial hatred i~ the problem 
in this song, and like 
domestic problems, it seems 
to trickle · from one 
generation to the next. 
The message seems to be 
. that if hatred is admitted. it 
can be dealt with positively. 
Another song, "In My · 
World," is about a child 
afraid that he'll come home 
from school and find his 
mother dead. His world is full 
of hopelessness and terrible 
conditions like that of our 
worst neighborhoodsW i t h 
such an unsolvable problem, 
"Gridlock" ia the logical non-
conclusion of the first side. 
"Intro to Reality" is a calm, 
almost classical 
· instrumental, which 
intensifies to a lively major-
key segue into "Belly of the 
Beast." This song is about 
soldiers wh_o . shovel 
conscience into a mass grave 
because "you're not 
supposed to question faith." 
"Mind" and "voice" are their 
instruments of death. The 
song alludes to the beast in 
"Lord of the Flies," amplifying Island Records 
The album starts out with 
"Time," which has verses in 
seven/ eight, an unusual 
time for songs. This song is 
about how achievements can 
be made, but only through 
time. (The pace at the end 
accelerates. Don't be 
shocked, it's Anthrax). 
~~ft~ o~e~~~~o~~ Anthrax goes for social consciousness on their new album, Persistence of Time. 
"Blood" is a song that 
. plays off the slang terms 
"blood" and "brother." The 
pun of the song is "brothers 
in blood," which not only 
means companions, but 
"brothers" that are dead in 
pools of their own blood. and 
ends -with the word · Yes, I hate that you hate me, 
"monsters." but no, I pity you for hating 
"Got the Time" is a punk 
version of an '81 Joe Jackson 
song. Besides a ·rare bass 
solo, it doesn't have much of 
anything unusual about it. 
"H8 RED". (say hatred) asks 
the question, "Do I hate you 
for hating me for my race?" 
The answer is yes and no.-
me. 
"One Man Stands" starts 
with subtle harmony guitars 
which build to an intense 
16th-note flurry into a punk 
anthem. The lyrics tell .of a 
man whose wall of 
totalitarianism. perhaps 
ref erring to that in Berlin, 
has fallen, and who now has 
to make an adjustment from 
near slavery to freedom. 
That feeling of the same 
old thing, updated, is what I 
am left with by this album. 
It's got complex rhythms and 
fast guitars. If you've heard 
Anthrax recently. you can't 
expect them to mature any 
more lyrically. 
As long as there is hatred, 
Anthrax should keep putting 
out -albums. Even if there 
were an end to hatred, 
Anthrax will proba.bly put 
out albums to remind us of 
our imperfect past. 
-Jeff Hunn 
see ALBUMS page 4 
. . 
Groups care about human rights, environment 
by .Brian Goercke 
At long last, the political malaise of the '80s (sponsored by Ronald Reagan) 
seems to be well behind us. 
More and more people seem 
genuinely concerned about 
the future of mankind and 
areWillingtospendtheirtirne 
repairing the injustices and 
mishaps of the present. 
Sure, a lot of people equate 
the rise of human rights and 
environmental activism with 
a fad that seems to be upon 
us now; itis considered "chic" 
to wear tie-dye clothing and 
have peace ·symbols 
plastered on your vehicles 
(regardless of your personal 
beliefs). 
death penalty, to 
insure fair and 
prompt trials for all 
political prisoners · 
.and to release all 
non-violent 
prisoners of 
conscience. 
To get an idea of 
the activities that we 
can expect from the 
UCF chapter of 
Amnesty 
International, I 
contacted Lance 
Turner, Group 
Coordinator. 
Turner, who 
expressed great 
Hell, you could be the File i>hoLo 
enthusiasm for the 
fall semester, said to 
expect regular coffee-
house sessions (for 
the purpose of 
information and 
·entertainment), a 
special campaign to 
spawn of Edwin Meese, but Sting is just one of many Amnesty lnt'I. supporters. 
you better have a peace icon on that 
Buickofyours. Nop.etheless, I believe 
most of the activists of our day are 
not plastic warriors trying to do the 
hip thing. 
On the UCF campus, a wide 
. variety of human rights and 
environmental groups are.functioncµ 
and quite available to students and 
non-students alike. A group that has 
continuously held public and 
support is Amnesty International. 
The main functions of this group 
are to work for the abolition of the 
expose human rights' abuses in 
Brazil and .a Christmas event in 
which students will be asked to write 
letters to prisoners of conscience. 
·"Many say that their letter won't 
make a difference," claimed Turner, 
"but they don't seem to realize that 
their letter, in conjunction with a 
thousand other letters, can have a 
powerful enough effect so as to 
persuade a person in a leadership · 
position to release a prisoner . of 
conscience." 
Amnesty Intemational's program 
'at UCF seems strong for the fall 
semester. It should r.emain equally 
as strong in the future as long as 
there are people who take the time to 
care. 
The UCF chapter of Amnesty 
International meet s every 
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. on the 
Green, which is in front of the Health 
and Physics Building. 
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GOodFellas star has dream: become ·gangster 
by Kuan-Lin Wang 
The new Warner Bros. film, 
GoodFellas, chronicles the _ 
ascent and downfall of Henry 
Hill (Ray Liotta), a Brooklyn 
boy of Irish/Italian descen.t 
whose dream is to become a 
gangster. It is the gangsters 
who seem to get all of the sharp 
clothes, fine wine, fine women 
and money. 
Henry Hill has dark eyes 
and an olive complexion. 
Liotta (Shoeless Joe Jackson 
in Field of Dreams) was quite 
able to hold his own among 
mobster-acting Robert DeNiro 
and Joe Pe sci. 
Along Hill's escapades of 
debauchery and death are 
Tommy Devito (Pesci) and the 
older, more experienced 
Jimmy Conway (DeNiro). 
Pesci (Lethal Weapon 2) plays 
an over zealous, trigger-happy 
Tommy. It is Pesci's explosions 
of violence that seemed to 
shock the audience. 
Zade Rosen1hai 
As usual, · DeNiro gives his 
best as Jimmy Conway, the 
tested and sure comrade/ 
mentor who, in the second half 
of the production, iS not so 
sure. 
. . 
The Warner Bros. film Good Fellas is the first of this fall's slew of mobster films. One of the film's st_ars, Robert 
DeNiro, has made quite a niche for himself in gangster roles like 1987' s The Untouchables. 
Excellent supporting 
novel Wiseguy: The Rise and 
Fall of a Mobster, a true story 
written by Nicholas Pileggi. 
inhumanity of the world in 
which mobsters live and 
breathe. performances were made by 
Lorraine Bracco (Sing), as 
Karen Hill, the Long Island 
Jewish wife of Henry Hill, and 
by Paul Sorvino (The Oldest 
Rookie) as the constantly 
cooking Paul "Pauley" Cicero, 
:qiafia kingpin. 
In the screenplay, co-
written by Pileggi and Martin 
Scorsese (The Last Temptation 
of Christ), Scorsese is able to 
take the audience into the 
world of the mafia with such 
realism and vitality (or should 
I say mortality), showing the 
_ The cinematography was 
·packed with freeze-frames, 
jump cuts and continuous 
running shots-typical of most 
Scorsese film projects. 
While most movies try to 
take you away from the harsh 
reality of life, GoodFellas The movie is based on the 
PHILLY JOE'S 
CAFE & NIGHTCLUB 
NEXT TO GOODING'S 
AT THE CORNER OF 
UN/VERS!7Y & GOLDENROD RD. 
. IN THE UN/GOLD SHOPPING CENT£R 
657-1302 
CHECK YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT CARD FOR SPECIALS 
The Newest Place to Party in Winter Park. · 
DAILY HAPPY HOUR: 11 A.M.-7 P.M.; Sunday 12 P.M.-7 P.M. 
•Billiards• Darts• Arcade• Food• Atmosphere• 
MONDAY"' 
& 
TUESDAY~ 
NITES 
WEDNESDAY"' 
NITE 
THURSDAY* 
HITE · 
FRJO,.\Y * 
NITE 
SATURDAY• 
N!Tf 
SUNDAY it 
SUNDAY"· 
NITE 
el Oft. big screen TV 
"WAX HOUSE" DANCE MUSIC by ADAM DAZE 
·$3.00 at the door. 
50¢ Draft from 8:30 P.M. - 1:30 A.M. 
*Tues. and Wed. night~ are UCF night 
"TOP 40" LADIES NITE - FREE·DRAFT FOR LADIES 
Listen & Dance to today's Hottest Tunes OR bring your own and we'll 
play it for you. 8:30 P.M. ti! 1:30 A.M. $6.00 for G~ys. 
ROCK 'N ROLL and $1.50 BUD LONGNECKS 
8:30 P.M. ti! 1:30 A.M. 
ROCK 'N ROLL and $1.50 Cocktails and $1.75 "Helnlos" 
8:30 P.M. ril 1:30 A.M. 
ROCK 'N ROLL and $1.00 Shooters and $4 .00 Pitchers 
8:30 P.M. til 1:30 A.M. -
LAZV DAY AND 2 FOR 1 TROPICAL DRINKS 
Listen and Dance to our library of Carribean.Sounds or bring your own 
and we'll play it for you from 12:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.~: 
MORE LAZINESS!ll and $1.50 Wine Coolers and $1.00 Glass of Wine 
W c'll play our hearts out to you with the latest in ,JAZZ, RYTHM 
8:30 P.~{. til t:JO A.M. & BLUES 
* Nominal cover with live bands. All Specials Subject to Chang e 
takes you into it ·with a 
harshness you may never have 
known existed before. 
Probably not a family 
movie, GeodFellas is not for 
the ·weak of heart or the meek 
ofmind, but be sure to buy a lot 
0£ snacks-more than 50 
percent of the movie revolves 
around a restaurant or a 
d1nner table. 
l:EXERCISEYOUR.FREED~M OF SPEECH .. I 
.,_::. :. · · · We want your opm10n. . . 
:. . The Future; s opinion s-ection is a forum· to . . . 
. : voke your ·concerns and gdpes. 
_. ··· · write-~ letter or <;omme1~tary. 
· ··· Get involved . 
NOW OPEN 
Aloma Art Supplies 
(('Beginner to Professional:' 
Art & Drafting Supplies 
Student Discountsl I 
! $50 OFF 
-------------- - -~ - -
Al om a 
Shopping 
Center 
679-8787 
• 'l 
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• Bossan0va 
Artist: The Pixies 
Producer: 
.Label: 4AD 
Dance clubs play dance 
music, which is the same 
techno-stuff that your 30-
year-old sister shook her 
bootie to in the '70s. If only 
they would play music with 
that smooth, relaxing 
something. 
The Pixies have this 
special something, only 
more refreshing. Bossanova 
is testimony to the law that 
every action has an equal 
and opposite reaction. This 
album is equal in greatness 
to the near hard-core heights 
of Surf er Rosa. However, 
aggression of the album is 
replaced with a more passive 
clear-headed outlook. 
This may come as a shock 
to those lqyal fans of lead 
singer Black Francis. 
The screaming on 
Bossanova is confined to the 
song "Rock Music," as vocals 
are a less dominant force this 
time around. Still, one song 
can quench a thousand 
verses. When Francis 
.. screams "I'll break your 
mouth," I can't help but 
think he is the Frank Sinatra 
of our generation, minus the 
mafia ties. 
There is not much one can 
say about this latest release 
from a band that fulfilled my 
musical taste. 
The bass lines are a tad bit 
more complex, with Kim Deal 
saving her, voice for the 
Breeders, another band on 
the 4AD label. Joey 
Santiago's guitar is more 
easygoing, with interesting 
sounds emerging here and 
there. 
Mike Love ring's 
drumming has become more 
fluid. The discordant 
rhythms of yesteryear that 
dared you to dance like an 
ostrich with thorns in its feet 
are, well, not included in this 
album. Ahhh, the good old 
days ... · 
Bossanova continues the 
standard of audio excellence 
this band started 4 albums 
ago. From· the Star Trek feel 
of "Velouria" to the head-
bopping fun of "Allison," and 
back to the lengthy "All Over 
the World," this album, to be 
blunt, rules. Intensity is 
maintained in "Down to the 
Well" and "Stormy Weather." 
·If I were to die tomorrow, I 
would be happy . knowing I 
had the good fortune to get 
· hold of Bossanova. Most 
likely, if you have any taste, 
this album may cause you to 
realize Black, as in Francis, 
is beauti(ul, and move yo.u to 
Your tiirie is precious. 
And so are the.lives you could save. 
Give us a little of your time. 
Volunteer with the Red Cross. 
Call 894-4141 for more information. 
At fhe Back Door · 
Wednesday Nites 
2· for 1 admission w /this ad 
$1.50 Kazi & Sex on the Beach 
S 1.50 drf nks 
Fr~ Bud'draft tlll midnight 
18 +I $6 
The best In Allemallv• mutlc with DJ Johnriy Ace fiom Daytona 
5100 Adanson street. Orlando 629-4779 
hound down the olde-r 
releases. 
- Anthony Torres 
• Sons Of Angels 
Artist: Sons Of Angels 
Producers: Kevin Elson, 
Torstein and Lars K. 
Label: Atlantic 
Who are Sons Of Angels? 
They're the new five man 
band from Norway presently 
on their first American tour. 
The rock band's debut 
album, Sons Of Angels, could 
be as successful as Europe's 
1987, The Final Countdown 
Torstein, the band's 
bassist, and Lars K., the 
keyboardist, produced the 
record with Atlantic Records. 
Lead singer Salli's vocals 
range from an almost Alice 
Cooper-like tone in the song 
"Fly" to a muffled 
Scandinavian tone on 
"Flight." 
"Trance ' Dance" is one of 
the album's faster-paced 
songs designed for good 
dancing. The tune is fast 
enough to have a good time, 
has enough guitar to where 
you 're not having a disco fit 
and has a catchy chorus. 
"Lonely Rose" is a slow 
song with meaning. Lyrics 
like "Love is the solution, fear 
is illusion" are typical of this 
ballad. 
The song "Cowgirl" is 
bound to be a hit with its 
attractive beat, luring guitar 
and sexually oriented lyrics. 
The track is already being 
played on several major radio 
stations. 
Another hit-bound cut on 
the album, "Would You Die 
For Me?," . could make it on 
the expertly worked electric 
guitar and the lyrics. 
Where Sons Of Angels fails 
is in the language 
department. The lyrics on 
several of the tracks find 
difficulty crossing the 
language barrier. Heavy 
Metal in Norwegian is hard to 
understand. 
In addition, the group has 
yet to develop its own style of 
music. For example, the song 
"Fight" has an upbeat 
rhythm with downbeat lyrics 
that should be put into a 
much slower format. The 
song is like converting Bon 
Jovi's "Never Say Goodbye" 
to the Sex Pistols' "God Save 
The Queen." Perhaps the 
band was trying to be 
experimental? I'm sorry it 
sounds disastrous. 
The album was mediocre 
overall in its musical quality. 
The guitar was relatively 
simple throughout most of 
the album - ·nothing close to 
Slash or Ted Nugent. 
The electric bass was 
nothing to blow your ears 
out, but enough to be 
annoying. There weren't too 
many special effects and with 
the exception of "Cowgirl" 
and "Lonely Rose," the 
format of the ·music really 
didn't change. The music got 
tiresome after 40 minutes. 
Beware, though, :the album 
can grow on you after only a 
few listens. 
Besides, they could very 
easily be the next big 
overseas rock band. 
Watchout Europe! 
-Josiah Baker 
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